
Base coat the pag with one coat of Whispering Turquoise. Let it 

dry then apply  Warm White through the Snowflake Stencil to 

create the background. No Need to be too perfect,. Let it dry 

then sand the face of the Tag to distress the snowflake and the 

edges of the tag. Dip the end of a foam roller  or the Pouncer in 

Warm White and then a touch of Victorian Blue on the Then 

Press onto the left side of the tag. The resulting DOT is your 

snowman!  

Use the Rigger to paint the Carrot with Persimmon, The Single Blender to Dry Brush the 

Cheeks with Tuscan Red, add two med Dots of lamp Black to create the eyes, and small Dots  

for the Mouth. Add tiny dots of Warm White to the eyes and cheek . Print SNOW on the Right 

side of the tag using the Sharpie. Add the dots to the ends of the lines with lamp Black. 

Paint the Stars Cad Yellow and shade them with Persimmon. Paint the Snowflakes with Warm 

White. Shade the outside edge of the tag with a float of Thinned Asphaltum. Let dry then apply 

two coats of Ice Crystal Glamour Dust Paint over the entire 

tag. Let it dry. Glue the Stars or Snowflakes to the tag and 

the Pin Back  to the back of the tag.   

Add a Christmas Wish to the back of the Pins,  on a small 

card or written on the back. , a small gesture but one that will 

be appreciated by the recipient! 
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This is a Fun Way to put a Christmas smile on some ones face! Next time your in the line up at the 

Grocery, Hand one of these little fellows to the cashier, Wish them a Merry Christmas and watch the 

Smile spread! It will make them feel Special and you feel Great!! Suggestions for recipients??  How 

about the Bell ringer at the Salvation Army Kettle, or the Gent at the Door of Walmart .. Or a cus-

tomer service rep in a department store. Anyone that looks as though they could use a bit of Cheer!! 

A RANDOM  ACT  OF  CHRIATMAS  K INDNESS….  

These little fellows are very easy to make..  

All you need is any two inch Square of Wood or Card Stock.. A few left over mini 

Decorations… Snowflakes, Stars, Bits of Ribbon..Whatever you have on Hand!  

 

You Need: 

2 inch Square Wood tag. ( The Ones I used are from Vikingwoodcrafts.com)  

A Few Small 1/2 Stars or Snowflakes. Pin Backs. Glue, Foam Puncer or Foam 

Roller, Fine line Permanent Sharpie. 

 

DecoArt Americana Acrylic Colours: Persimmon, Cad Yellow, Asphaltum, Whis-

pering Turquoise Victorian Blue, Tuscan Red, Warm White. Lamp Black.ice Crystal 

Glamour Dust paint. 
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Medium Snowflake Stencil 

 

Dynasty Faux Squirrel Brushes 

#2 Rigger, #4 Single Blender, 1/2 Angle 


